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•  Mineral dust impacts direct & indirect forcing, tropospheric 
chemistry, ecosystem fertilization, human health & safety.  
Global source composition is poorly constrained by <5000 
mineral analyses.  Global spectroscopic measurement of 
surface mineralogy closes this gap to advance understanding 
& Earth system modelling of current & future impacts 

•  Theme IV. Climate Variability and Change: Seasonal to 
Centennial.  Forcings and Feedbacks of the Ocean, 
Atmosphere, Land, and Cryosphere within the Coupled 
Climate System  

 

Description 

https://hyspiri.jpl.nasa.gov/downloads/RFI2_HyspIRI_related_160517/
RFI2_final_Mineral_Dust_Composition_150514a.pdf 



•  Mineral dust emitted by the surface into the atmosphere affects climate 
through direct radiative forcing and indirectly through cloud formation as 
well as changes in the albedo and melting of snow/ice.  

•  Based on their chemistry, the minerals in dust react and modify 
tropospheric photochemistry and acidic deposition.  

•  Mineral dust aerosols affect ocean and terrestrial ecosystem 
biogeochemical cycling by supplying limiting nutrients such as iron and 
phosphorus.  

•  In populated regions, mineral dust is a natural hazard that affects human 
health and safety.   

Impacts of the Earth Mineral 
Dust Cycle 



Mineral Dust Impacts 



•  The dust cycle consists of a source, transport, and deposition phase. 

 

 
•  Considerable investment is being made to measure mineral dust in the 

transport phase of the cycle. 
•  Less investment has been made in understanding the composition of 

mineral dust sources. 

The Earth Dust Cycle 



(left) Mineral composition is a key control of SSA, which describes how particles scatter and 
absorb energy.  Iron-bearing minerals (represented here by hematite) are strong absorbers 
(SSA < 1.0) in the solar spectral region, while clay minerals (illite, kaolinite, and montmorillonite) 
are strong scatters (SSA ≈ 1.0). Particle radius is 0.5 µm.  Figure modified from Sokolik and 
Toon (1999).  
(right) The relative abundance of hematite in dust source regions has a significant impact on 
dust-related radiative forcing.  A 2% increase in the hematite content of soils results in increases 
of 130% and 100% in simulations of global forcing (solid line) and regional forcing over North 
Africa (broken line), respectively.  Modeling results courtesy of R. Scanza, Cornell. 

Mineral Dust Radiative Forcing 



•  Arid source regions for mineral dust are identified by 
the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) 
globally. 

•  Currently, estimates of surface dust source 
composition for Earth system models are derived 
primarily from the 1:5,000,000 scale United Nations, 
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) soil map. 

•  This FAO source has challenges 
–  Derived from about 5000 soil measurements mostly in 

agricultural regions 
–  The soil surveys focus on agricultural soil with limited sampling 

of nonagricultural regions 
–  The FAO records soil descriptions and many assumptions are 

required to infer surface mineralogy 
–  The gridded spatial sampling of ~9 x 9 km points is coarse for 

the heterogeneity of many mineral dust generating regions.  

Global Dust Source Regions and Current 
Constraints 

WMO Dust Source Regions 

FAO Soil Map 



•  Community Atmosphere Model (CAM4/5) in the Community Earth System 
Model (CESM) 

•  However, model predictions do not fit the observations (e.g. Kaolinite to 
Illite ratio) 

Current Earth System Models Include the 
Mineral Dust Cycle 

R. A. Scanza et al.: Modeling dust as component minerals in the Community Atmosphere Model 547

Illite    r = 0.53
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Figure 4. Relative mass abundance of minerals near the surface as modeled compared to observations from Kandler et al. (2009) for CAM4,
bins 1–4, and CAM5, mode 1 and mode 3. The month of May was averaged from 2006 to 2011 for the models. The CAM4 comparison is
for quartz (c), calcite (d), feldspar (f) and gypsum (g). Comparisons for CAM4 and CAM5 include illite (a), kaolinite (b) and hematite (e).

Figure 5. Kaolinite / illite mineral ratio of mineral concentrations near the surface from CAM4 and CAM5 (kgK / kg I) compared to bulk ob-
servational ratios (kgK / kg I) from fieldwork by Shen et al. (2005), Glaccum and Prospero (1980), Prospero and Bonatti (1969), Caquineau
et al. (1998), Kiefert et al. (1996) and Falkovich et al. (2001). Colored values in (c) represent averages for the month in which the observations
occurred, while the grey symbols represent daily averaged values over the course of the simulations (2006–2011).

CAM5 are poor, although CAM5 appears to have more vari-
ability along the Equator. While these figures do not capture
the range in the data, the comparison is inherently difficult
given ocean circulation of dust from deposition on the sur-
face to sedimentation on the ocean floor that the simulated
deposition distributions cannot be expected to capture (Han
et al., 2008; Siegel and Deuser, 1997). This along with phys-
ical and chemical processing during atmospheric transport
and sedimentation further hinder the comparison.
Summarizing the above comparisons, the mineralogical

distributions simulated by the model do not have the dynamic

range that the few available observations indicate. However,
multiple factors are responsible, from differing timescales of
observations to the atmospheric processing of dust that is not
yet included in these models. When looking at daily aver-
aged mineral ratios (Figs. 5–6), the temporal variability in
the simulations indicates greater range than monthly means.
In addition, there is likely to be sub-grid variability in the
spatial distribution of mineralogy, which is not at all captured
by the model. We also assume one mean mineralogical rela-
tionship to every soil type, which is an oversimplification.
Interestingly, mineral ratios in most of the main desert soils

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/537/2015/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 537–561, 2015

Scanza et al., 2015 



•  Spectra in the VSWIR range of important dust source minerals 

There is direct Spectroscopic Leverage to 
Measure Mineral Dust Source Composition 



•  Example of current mineral dust source constraint detail and example of 
VSWIR imaging spectroscopy measurement 

VSWIR Imaging Spectroscopy for Surface 
Mineral Composition Measurement 
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Spectroscopic Based Composition Retrievals 
at the Salton Sea, CA 

AVIRIS VSWIR imaging 
spectroscopy measurements of the  
Salton Sea region in Southern 
California acquired as part of the 
NASA HyspIRI campaign. 
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•  VSWIR imaging spectroscopy of the HyspIRI-type enable a 10^6 
improvement in knowledge with respect to the current data used to 
constrain Earth system models. 

Comparison of Current FAO and Imaging 
Spectroscopy Products 



Science Traceability 



•  The mineral dust cycle impacts many elements of the Earth 
system. 

 
•  To understand these impacts and predict how they may change in 

future climate scenarios the dust cycle must be modeled. 

•  Current Earth system models now incorporate the mineral dust 
cycle, however the predictions do not match observations. 

•  A key problem is poor constraint of the surface mineral dust 
composition for the dust source regions of the Earth 

Summary and Conclusion (1) 



•  As tested with the Salton Sea measurements, VSWIR imaging 
spectroscopy provides a direct and straight-forward method to 
measure the surface mineral dust source composition. 

 
•  This spectroscopic approach can reduce uncertainty in global 

models by delivering comprehensive measurement of the surface 
mineral composition of dust source regions.  Factors of 10^6 
improvement in knowledge can be achieved. 

•  New accurate and comprehensive constraints can also improve 
prediction of the evolution of mineral dust sources and Earth 
system feedbacks under differing future climate scenarios. 

Summary and Conclusion (2) 

https://hyspiri.jpl.nasa.gov/downloads/RFI2_HyspIRI_related_160517/RFI2_final_Mineral_Dust_Composition_150514a.pdf 



Thank You   

https://hyspiri.jpl.nasa.gov/downloads/RFI2_HyspIRI_related_160517/RFI2_final_Mineral_Dust_Composition_150514a.pdf 


